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About the Philosophical Culture of the Country Named the “USSR” 

The author makes an attempt to discuss the philosophical thought of the Soviet period in the

context of European civilization's achievements. 

Philosophy, as well as all of humanitarian disciplines, has been turned into a kind of the?

ology guided by the sacralized texts of “Marxist classics” and obliged to create a specific bureau?

cratic language culture. 

But if we talk over the philosophical culture of the country named the “USSR”, we can't

boil it down to the mere official dogmatic. 

Although the philosophical heritage of the pre?revolution Russia has been abandoned off,

something of its sedimentations remained inextirpable.

The impacts generated by positive sciences, as well as the need to humanize the very ide?

ology moved the philosophical mind of soviet society to search for the new decisions. 

Now, referring to the most brilliant thinkers of our common Soviet fatherland, we find out

not only deep and non?standard ideas but also the possibility of dialogue, and the continuity of

tradition. 
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The Visions
As the Soviet Union becomes a thing of the past, the necessity to get comprehension of such a

complex and manifold phenomenon as the Soviet philosophy increases ever more. What did

determine the logic of its development? Whether it is correct to evaluate it as an exclusively ide?

ological theorizing? Which of its works did stand the verification by the time? How far did we

move away from the “Soviet” way of thinking both in scientific studies and in the sphere of edu?

cation? 

The “Filosofska dumka” has appealed to the representatives of different generations of

philosophical community, including the “patriarchs” who lived and worked at that times, and

the young scholars of the present day, and suggested to express their vision of the Soviet philos?

ophy phenomenon. Some of their reasonings are presented in the journal.

Gennadii Aliaiev — Doctor of sciences in philosophy, Director of the Department of Philoso?

phy and Social and Political Disciplines at Poltava National Technical University named after

Yu. Kondratiuk.

The Origins of the Soviet Philosophy. Bogdanov contra Lenin: Science against Belief?

The article deals with polemics between V. Lenin and A. Bogdanov, represented respectively

with the books “Materialism and Empirio?criticism” and “Faith and Science”. These polemics

permit to define principle forms of the future Soviet philosophy. Such forms are: the authorita?

tive thinking as an invariant of religious belief, partisanship in philosophy as methodological

base in the history of philosophy, and positivists' rejection of any metaphysics.

Yevhen Bystrytsky —Doctor of sciences in philosophy, Head of the Department of Philosophy

of Culture, Ethics, and Esthetics, Institute of Philosophy named after Hr. Skovoroda, NAS of

Ukraine, and Executive Director of International Renaissance Foundation. The research inter?

ests are: theory of philosophy and philosophical hermeneutics, theory of cognition, philosophy

of culture, political philosophy.

The Metaphysics of the Late Soviet Marxism: Philosophical Theory and Its Losses (the Case of
Vadym Ivanov)

The matter of analyzing is the heritage of Vadym Ivanov, the talented philosopher who was well

known amongst Soviet intellectuals of 60th?80th of the last century. The article covers research?

ing efforts of the best Soviet philosophers aimed at reconstruction and getting a new vision of

the foundations and principles of Marxist philosophy. The analysis also includes the diagnostic

description: of how their searching for the deepest principles of Soviet Marxist philosophy

reflected the changes of both the state of social affairs and the public's self?consciousness; of the

late Soviet philosophy's attempts to clarify the ontology of social on a basis of early Marx's

works; of the way of formulating the notion of pure sociality (by V. Ivanov) as well as the ana?

logical notion of ideality (by E. Ilienkov) in the philosophy of the regarded period. 

Using the comparison of the reconstructed metaphysics of Soviet philosophy with analo?

gous ideas of Descartes, Spinoza, and Hegel, on the one hand, and Husserl's critic of Cartesian

metaphysics, on the other hand, the author demonstrates the so called fatal mistake made by

the Marxist philosophers. Comparing the key Marxist views analyzed by the Soviet philosophers

with analogous ones in contemporary communicative philosophy (K.?O. Apel, J. Habermas,

O. Hoeffe) the author arrives at a conclusion that the deeper critical research of the matter

should be done by Ukrainian philosophers. 

Serhiy Hrabovsky —Senior research fellow of the Department of Natural Science and Ecology,
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In Search of Truthes: Ukrainian Neo>Marxism of 1960>1980th

The neo?Marxism of the 20th century based on the human interpretation of K. Marx' ideas had

become a strong opponent to orthodox ideology of communist parties. From mid 1920th, Neo?

Marxism was rather influential in European intellectual life. At the same period, Ukrainian

Neo?Marxism was coming into being. That was the first episode of its development, when its

key problem was the place and role of Ukraine and Ukrainian under social, scientific and tech?

nical changes. The second episode had started at 1960th in connection with K. Marx' early

works translations, on the one hand, and anti?Stalinist campaign, on the other hand. The ide?

ological boundaries of neo?Marxism broadened: in opposition to Soviet orthodox ideology, the

problems of metaphysics, philosophy, and anthropology were discussed together with questions

of Ukrainian culture and historical perspectives of Ukraine. From the beginning of 1970th (the

third episode),Ukrainian neo?Marxism was developing in two main trends. The legal studies'

key problems were those of human being, life experience of a person, human ideology. The dis?

sident's works were devoted mainly to national?cultural problematic. 

The fourth episode was stipulated by Perestroika; its key interest was focused on the prob?

lems of humanism, totalitarianism, and the role of philosophy in forming the totalitarian ide?

ology. 

Petro Yolon —PhD in philosophy, the Leading research fellow of the Department of Logic and
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Pavlo Kopnin and Ukrainian Philosophical Thought 

The famous Russian and Ukrainian philosopher, academician of the NAS of the Soviet Ukraine

Pavlo Kopnin was both a talented scientist and unordinary science organizer. It had made him

the key figure in philosophical life of the Ukrainian Republic of 50th—60th of the last century.

His name was associated with cardinal changes in Ukrainian philosophical community under

conditions of ideological pressing and suspicious attitude on the part of communist establish?

ment to any social and humanitarian innovations. 

While working in Ukraine, he wrote his most important and most interesting scientific

works in the branch of logic and methodology of sciences, formulated the integral program of

rationalist rethinking of the content and methodological functions of dialectical materialism

and Marxist philosophy in whole in the context of the world philosophical process, became the

founder of some new research guidelines concerning the logic and system analysis of scientific

reasoning. Disregarding an ideological label of “the bourgeois nationalist”, he initiated exten?

sion of studies on history of Ukrainian philosophy upon the new original source base, as well as

development of academic sociological science in Ukraine. The analysis of P. Kopnin's activity

of Ukrainian period enables to clarify the essence of the Soviet philosophy phenomenon, as well

as the tendencies of its transformation.

Victor Kozlovsky —PhD in philosophy, Associate professor of the Department of Philosophy and

Religious studies, National University “Kyiv?Mohyla Academy”. The research interests are:

history of philosophy, philosophical anthropology, and social philosophy.

Immanuel Kant in the 'Iron Embraces' of the Soviet Philosophy:
Some Notes to Ours Not Old Intellectual History

The author considers an impact of the so?called “classical German philosophy” upon the Soviet

philosophy formation. The special attention is devoted to stages of Kant's philosophy studies by

Soviet scholars. The dependence of research strategy on the set of ideological stereotypes is

shown. There is also paid due attention to gradual reduction of the force of ideological influ?
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ence over historical researches of philosophical doctrines, including the Edging, at last decade

of the Soviet system domination. The analysis of development of Kant's heritage was carried out

by Soviet philosophers in the context of Hegel's philosophy interpretations. Kant's themes and

problems which were of basic interest for the soviet researchers during different periods are

shortly described. Those Kant themes and problems which during the different periods interest?

ed the Soviet researchers are shortly described within the framework of expressively representa?

tive works the defined periods.

Mykhailo Minakov —Doctor of sciences in philosophy, Associate professor of the Department

of Philosophy and Studies of Religion, National University “Kyiv?Mohyla Academy”, Scienti?

fic secretary of Kantian Association in Ukraine. The research interests are: the history of phi?

losophy, epistemology, and political philosophy. 

Tenebrae seu lux ex oriente? Re>Evaluation of the Soviet Philosophy in Contemporary Anglo>
American Historiography

This article reviews approaches to assessment of the Soviet philosophy in the Anglo?American

philosophical texts. The author defines the periods of the evolution of the Western (mostly

Anglo?American) scholars' views on the Soviet philosophy, namely: 1) views between the World

Wars; 2) views during the Cold War; and 3) contemporary ones. During the first period, the

Soviet philosophy was viewed as integral part of the European thought. The political aspect was

visible here, but it was not a dominant one. During the second period, the Soviet philosophy was

estranged from the European philosophy because of difference of political and ideological val?

ues. The Western view on the Soviet philosophy was founded upon Bochenski's ideas, which

promoted the Thomistic negligence of the Soviet secular thought and its institutional frame?

works. The third period started with Perestroika in the USSR and de?ideologization of the

Western studies of the Soviet philosophy. Philosophers of that period recognized multitude of

thoughts and trends in philosophy of the USSR. Finally, showing the process of 're?discovery'

of the Soviet philosophy in the West, the author proves the idea that there are no reasons to limit

studies of the Soviet philosophy with the frames of history of the Soviet Marxism. 

Maryna Stoliar —PhD in philosophy, Associate professor of the Department of Philosophy and

Culturology, Cherinhiv Pedagogical University named after T. Shevchenko. The research inter?
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Hierophanies of the Time in the Soviet Chronotop

Being based upon the principles of N. Berdiaev's, S. Bulgakov's and others' philosophical criti?

cism of Marxism, the author attempts to reveal religious features of the Soviet ideology. The

concept of hierophany serves as the starting point of the research of the time component of the

Soviet chronotop. The phenomenon of hierophany is considered in two aspects. Firstly, accord?

ing to M. Eliade's conclusions, it is analyzed as the eruption of the sacred, religious things in the

profane ones. Secondly, this phenomenon is researched in the hesychasm context as the display

of the certain energy. The author stresses that it is precisely this energy that makes possible the

existence of different cultural artifacts, including ideological ones. The main matter of omission

within the Soviet culture is shown as the sphere of borrowing and distorting of Christian senses

and exploiting their energy in a parasitical way. This thesis is developed by means of referring to

different characteristic terms of the reviewed period, such as “history / prehistory”, “new era”,

as well as by description of such manifestations as the cult of “the bright future”, de?sacralized

holidays, the Soviet variant of chiliasm, etc. Besides, the author speaks of the chronotop evolu?

tion under the influence of cultural artifacts alternative to the ideology. 
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Tetiana Chaika —PhD in philosophy, Research fellow of the Department of Philosophy of

Culture, Ethics, and Esthetics, Institute of Philosophy named after Hr. Skovoroda, NAS of
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The Touching. The Presentation of the Project 'The Philosophers' Oral Histories'

The author presents the oral history project “Touching” carried out under the aegis of the

Institute of Philosophy, NAS of Ukraine. The presentation is based on the author's experience

of participating in data collection in the network of the project “Survivors of the Shoah”, and

interviewing well known Kievan philosophers Vilen Horskyi, Serhii Krymskyi, and Petro Yolon.

The author substantiates own understanding of the sense and essence of oral history as a scien?

tific trend and actual approach in the branch of history of the recent Ukrainian philosophy. The

message concerns designing new item section within the theme plan of the “Filosofska Dum?

ka”. This section under the heading “Exempla” is to be devoted to materials of the oral history

of Ukrainian philosophical community.
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